a force rather than a principle. The elimination of marital strife would be one of the most fundamental strides towards international accord.

It is for these reasons that the series of discussions given by Professor Magog and others of the faculty is truly a momentous occurrence. If these lectures can succeed in unadding the future paths of some of the students, and show others why their paths may be rough, they will be very well worth the effort expended on them.

PHOS LICKS ITS FUR

When a college magazine, which has depended for its consumer appeal upon the questionable taste of its humor, so takes to heart the advice of its supervisors as to attempt to improve its humor, it is quite probable that humor it usually achieves a complete blank.

In previous numbers the only compelling feature of VooDoo has been its distinguished abundance of its off-color "jokes," and now that one outstanding quality has been removed, there is nothing left, much less humor.

A joke, to be funny, must be either clever or silly, or both. VooDoo this month, attempting to be clever, is not. The college humorally cat has produced a compilation of puerile witicisms and morbid exchanges which may inspire the Tech man's respect for the unwritten books of humor. The people who must have been involved, but which will certainly not draw forth even a grin.

We must award Phos a plume for cleaning itself up, but are forced to say that it is in the most literal meaning of the word a dry cleaning. The poor fellow has walked its fur vigorously so that it has no more life and there is barely visible a thin shadow of the cat itself.

Come, come, Phos! If you must deprive us of at least some good coffee to take its place.

SCIENCE IN BRIEF

by ARTHUR M. YORK, '38

Common Cold

However common the "common cold" may be, it is now believed to be a very well established disease. The common household belief that it eaves cold when we sit in a draft is probably a very common mistaken belief.

The greatest number of these colds are caused by bacteria that live rather well in cold conditions. These colds are produced by the action of cold on the body's defenses. When the colds are caused by bacteria, they are produced by the action of cold on the body's defenses. When the colds are caused by bacteria, they are caused by bacteria that live rather well in cold conditions.

In the winter months, the colds are produced by the action of cold on the body's defenses. When the colds are caused by bacteria, they are caused by bacteria that live rather well in cold conditions.

It seems probable that the present war in China will have very important results other than the military conflict of the two countries. The war has caused a great deal of suffering and hardship to both countries. The war has caused a great deal of suffering and hardship to both countries.

And human relations have their beginnings within the region of the family unit. Our study of human relations must start inside that region from which all the future political block of which communities, states, nations, empires, and eventually civilizations are constructed.

Man will only achieve peace, both internationally and within himself, when he is able to live tolerantly and understandingly with his neighbors, when the Golden Rule becomes universal.